Entertaining Customers
Advanced

Learning Goals
In this class, you will learn language to do the following:

• Discuss entertaining for business in your culture.
• Give opinions on the best places to entertain customers.
• Recommend good topics of conversation.
• Discuss taboo conversation topics.
Entertaining Customers

Advanced

- Is entertaining an important part of doing business in your culture?
- How can entertaining customers be good for business?

**Vocabulary**

get to know someone
build rapport
establish good relations
camaraderie
Entertaining at Home

Advanced

- Is it common in your culture to entertain foreign customers at home?
- What are the advantages and disadvantages of entertaining at home?
Taking Customers Out

• When you take customers out, where do you take them?
• When you go to a restaurant with customers, what kind of restaurant do you choose?
• How much does cost play a part in your choice?
• When you are out with customers, what are good topics for conversation?

• Are there any topics that are taboo when socializing with business associates?

**Vocabulary**

| sports | music | your salary | the cost of your house |
| religion | the weather | your family | company gossip |
Links for Further Study

Advanced

Stress and Intonation: Questions and Statements
https://edge.globalenglish.com/stressandintonation/intonation/questionsandstatements/132123
GlobalEnglish One >> Study >> Stress and Intonation >> Intonation >> Questions and Statements

Culture Notes: Learn about Different Customs and Etiquette During Meals
https://edge.globalenglish.com/culturenotes/topic/8/0#/0
GlobalEnglish One >> Work >> Culture Notes >> View by Topic >> Select Category and Topic >> Meals